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are paid to make. While the in-tray is piled high with work,
who can challenge the alibi ? Sir Paul Chambers used to say he
took only one or two decisions a year as chairman of ICI but
he was paid to get them right. We can expect a simplified,
streamlined NHS administration only if the top management is
prepared to expose itself to the hazards of real decision-
making and halt the drift into decay and despair.

Regional Chairmen's Enquiry into the Working of the DHSS in Relation to
Regional Health Authorities. London, DHSS, 1976.

The closure of dirty and
untidy wounds
It takes courage to proclaim one's own mistakes, and P C
Bewes' deserves our thanks for doing just that in his account
in Tropical Doctor of the disasters that can result from primary
closure of wounds, and for reiterating the lessons that were
learned in 1915 and again and again in subsequent wars and
campaigns.2-5 Among the surgeons in Britain today those best
qualified to teach this subject are those in Belfast and in the
Army, for they know only too well the consequences of ill-
advised primary suture and repair of destructive wounds so
often heavily contaminated.

Healthy tissues with a good blood supply can defend them-
selves against bacterial invasion, but it is too little recognised
that if a wound is closed, whether by suture or by skin grafts
three to five days after proper surgical toilet, both the closure
and the healing are as easily possible as on the day ofwounding.
Indeed, natural arrest of bleeding and subsidence of swelling
may make both processes easier.

At a time when reattachiment of severed parts is both
fashionable and successful the necessarily drastic removal of
dead and damaged tissue, especially muscle, from untidy
wounds may go against the surgeon's inclination-unless he
knows the penalties of too conservative an approach. The rules
of basic surgical techniques are simple. Firstly, lay the wound
widely open to allow drainage, to relieve compression, and to
promote the circulation of blood and to expose for removal all
dead and damaged tissues and foreign matter. Secondly, stop
most of the bleeding; absolute haemostasis is not possible.
Thirdly, loosely fill the wound with gauze and encase it in a
firm, bulky, and absorbent dressing. Finally, support fractures
comfortably. How many oftoday's surgeons have even heard of
the Tobruk splint ?6 There are important special provisions.
Open joints should be closed with the aid of synovial mem-
brane or capsule; arteries should be covered by living fascia or
muscle; and the brain should be covered by dura or a fascial
patch. After three to five days the wound should be examined
with general anaesthesia, and if it is healthy then it may be
closed by suture or with split skin. If it is not healthy, at least
it has been free to drain, and it may still be possible to remove
tissue that has shown itself to be unhealthy and to achieve safe
closure within a week or so of wounding.

Delayed primary closure is above all safe and it does not
throw away any opportunities. For many years delayed
primary repair of the injured hand has been advocated as the
treatment of choice,7 8 and American experience in Vietnam
has confirmed its safety and success, even with wounds of
war.9 In the same way delayed primary fixation of fractures
can be undertaken successfully, and there is good reason to
suppose that rigid fixation may help to prevent infection.10

For those who shrink from putting nails or plates into such
wounds there is external skeletal fixation."1 12
Why is there any problem ? The trouble is that in successive

wars from 1917 onwards2 it has been found that immediate
closure of wounds and even elaborate repair may sometimes
be carried out successfully,'3 but the special conditions that
justify this exception are often forgotten. For the vast majority
of wounds, whether fresh, contaminated, or frankly septic and
whether tidy, untidy, or massively destructive, there is but one
simple principle, and that is to bring living, healthy tissues to-
gether and keep them together until they grow together. When
there is doubt about viability it is a useful rule that any part of
great functional or structural importance should in the first
instance be preserved if it has a chance of survival but that
tissues of small importance should be sacrificed if there is any
chance that they will not survive. The application of this rule
to bone requires judgment. Having carried out exploration
and toilet-decompression and the removal of dead tissue and
foreign matter-no surgeon is obliged to do more than dress
and support the part comfortably. Only in special circum-
stances should a few suitably experienced surgeons attempt
to do more than that.
Of the role of antibacterial agents it is simplest to say that

they may usefully supplement good surgical treatment but
that they can never replace it.
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The earch for as psychiatric
Esperanto

An international congress on transcultural psychiatry-the
first held in Britain for ten years-was organised recently by
the World Federation for Mental Health and the University
of Bradford, an appropriate venue with its large well-
established Asian community. The sheer numbers of immi-
grants in most parts of the world have presented psychiatrists
with so many urgent psychological and social problems that
they have had little time to become absorbed in the
collection and analysis of exotica, so much of the congress
dealt with everyday aspects of mental illness.
A necessary preliminary to tackling psychiatric problems in

immigrants is a "culture-free" instrument for rating psychiatric
symptoms. The psychiatrist has no pathological investigations
to back up his diagnosis, which rests entirely on eliciting signs
and symptoms and on the history. Standardised clinical
instruments do exist, one of the most widely used being the
"present state examination," a semistructured interview
which closely resembles the psychiatric clinical examination
except that there is a core of stipulated questions and a glossary
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